We present HiGlass ( http://higlass 
The development of chromosome capture assays measuring the proximity of two or more non-adjacent regions of the genome helped elucidate how the structure and dynamics of chromosome structure affect gene regulation and cellular function 1, 2 . Techniques such as Hi-C have revealed features of genome organization such as A/B compartments, topologically associated domains (TADs) and loops 1, [3] [4] [5] . They have helped implicate changes in genome organization in a variety of disorders, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia 6 , colorectal cancer 7 , and limb development disorders 8 . More fundamentally, they provide insights into the mechanisms of how genome conformation structures arise and are maintained [9] [10] [11] . Major efforts like the 4D Nucleome Network and the ENCODE project are generating such data at large scale across different cell lines and conditions with the aim of understanding the mechanisms that govern processes such as gene regulation and DNA replication as well as to cross-validate the results from different experimental assays 2,12 13 2,12 .
To obtain genome conformation capture maps, raw sequencing data are processed to identify captured proximity ligation events such as contacts or interactions between genomic loci, which are then binned to form contact matrices [14] [15] [16] ; see Lajoie et al. 17 and Ay & Noble 18 for reviews of Hi-C data processing. The discovery of novel genomic structures and mechanisms, however, also requires sophisticated visual tools for exploring features relevant at scales ranging from tens to millions of base pairs 15, 19, 20 . Given the multiscale features of genome organization, it is crucial that such visualization tools support continuous zooming and panning, comparison across multiple scales and conditions as well as integration with additional genomic and epigenomic data. Existing tools support different ways of displaying contact frequencies, such as rectangular heatmaps, triangular heatmaps, arc plots, or circular plots, and different levels of interaction ranging from static plotting to interactive zooming and panning, as well as different levels of integration with other genomic data types 15, [21] [22] [23] [24] . None of the existing tools, however, provides flexible methods for fast, synchronized navigation across multiple conditions, resolutions and loci or the ability to share interactive visualizations with the broader community.
To address these shortcomings, we created HiGlass, an open source, web-based application with a customizable interface designed to support multiscale contact map visualization across multiple resolutions, loci, and conditions (Supplementary Methods). HiGlass introduces the concept of composable linked views for genomic data visualization ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) . This approach enables users to compose the layout, content, and synchronization of locus, zoom-level, and other view properties across multiple views ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). These view compositions can range from the juxtaposition of two or more heatmaps ( Fig. 1 ) to sophisticated collations of matrices, tracks and viewport projections (Fig. 2) . View compositions serve to display data at multiple scales, to corroborate observations with other types of evidence and to facilitate comparisons between experiments. As a web-based tool, HiGlass also supports storing and sharing of view compositions with other investigators and the public via hyperlinks. The tool can be used to access selected public datasets at http://higlass.io , or it may be run locally and populated with private data using a provided Docker container.
To illustrate the utility of composable linked views, we used HiGlass to highlight key results of a recent study showing the effect of induced deletion of the cohesin loading factor Nibpl on chromosome organization in adult mouse hepatocytes 25 . We obtained Hi-C contact data and binned it at multiple resolutions starting at 1 kb for wild type (WT) and ΔNipbl primary hepatocytes (Supplementary Methods). We loaded both samples as separate views (Fig. 1, top) and linked them via location and zoom level. With the two linked views, we could navigate to regions clearly showing the disappearance of features in the ΔNipbl condition. For example, in the gene-poor region from chr14:80 Mb to chr14:100 Mb of mm9, we observe a robust "bleaching" of near-diagonal contact enrichment patterns. The patterns that disappeared are examples of TADs because they do not show the long range checkering characteristic of A/B compartments. In contrast, in the relatively gene-rich region upstream of chr14:80 Mb, we see an enhancement of the checkered pattern and the emergence of a finer division of A/B regions in the ΔNipbl condition. To explore this region more closely, we created two additional linked views for WT and ΔNipbl and navigated to the region between chr14:50 Mb and chr14:70 Mb (Fig. 1, bottom) . Adding H3K4me3 and H3K27ac ChIP-seq signal tracks revealed that these marks, while similar between conditions, correlate more strongly with the compartmentalization pattern in ΔNipbl. Finally, we used a viewport projection to mark the position of the bottom views relative to the top, resulting in the complete view composition shown in Fig. 1 . This interactive visual recapitulation of key results from Schwarzer et al illustrates how synchronized navigation across loci and resolutions by linking views between multiple conditions facilitates the exploration of the complex effects of global perturbations on chromosome organization at multiple scales.
Using the same view composition we noticed the appearance of small dark patches away from the diagonal. To investigate them we created a new composition containing an overview and two zoom-and location-linked detail views (Fig. 2) . By using the overview to find patches and comparing them using the detail views, we established that they are more enriched in the mutant condition than in the wild type, that they represent interaction between pairs of short active regions (type A compartment) and that they are closely aligned with gene annotations. Including RNA-seq and ChIP-seq tracks let us see that the genes which align with these patches are virtually always transcriptionally active. This further supports the conclusion of Schwarzer et al. that the absence of cohesin loading leads to strengthened A/B compartmentalization. It also provides avenues for further investigation and analysis of the structural and regulatory consequences of cohesin loss.
Using HiGlass to create the composable linked views shown in Figs. 1 and 2 enabled us to interactively explore the data generated by Schwarzer et al. across different conditions, zoom levels and loci. This gave us not only a clearer understanding of the results, but allowed us to see unexpected patterns and rapidly gather observations to be used in generating new hypotheses. We provide links to interactive online versions of the figures to disseminate the findings and encourage collaboration and discovery. Going forward, we aim to extend HiGlass to support not only additional data types but also new ways of combining and comparing tracks to offer new insights into genome organization.
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